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Mr and Mrs Tom & Zoe Kiff
Erection of a new first floor extension with roof terrace, front
and side extensions, alterations to fenestration, alterations to
landscape, car parking layout and front boundary treatment
PERMIT subject to the following conditions

CONDITIONS AND REASONS
1

The development hereby permitted shall be implemented in accordance with
the following plans numbered: P00 Rev A, P01, P02, P03, P04, P05, P06,
P07, P08, P09, P10, P11, P12, P13, P14, P15, P16, P17, P18, P19, P20,
P21 and P22.
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

2

The development hereby permitted shall start no later than three years from
the date of this decision.
Reason: To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990.

3

The materials to be used in the construction of the external surfaces of the
development hereby approved shall match in type, colour and texture to
those as listed in Section 6 of the application form.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory visual appearance in the interest of the
amenities of the area.

4

The screening proposed to be installed to the eastern and southern sides of
the upper floor roof terrace shall be installed in accordance with the
approved plans prior to it being first brought into use. The glazed screen in
combination with the parapet wall upon which it will be mounted shall be to a
minimum height of 1.8m above the level of the terrace with the glazing being
obscured to a minimum of Pilkington’s level 3 or equivalent. It shall thereafter
be maintained in that condition.
Reason: To protect the amenity and privacy of the occupiers of the
neighbouring properties.

5

Any window denoted as being obscure glazed on the approved elevation
drawings (drawing numbers P20 and P21) shall be obscure glazed to a

minimum of Pilkington’s level 3 or equivalent and shall thereafter be
maintained in that condition.
Reason: To protect the amenity and privacy of the occupiers of the
neighbouring properties.
Note to Applicant: In accordance with paragraph 38 of the National Planning
Policy Framework (February 2019), Eastleigh Borough Council takes a
positive approach to the handling of development proposals so as to
achieve, whenever possible, a positive outcome and to ensure all proposals
are dealt with in a timely manner.

Report
1.

This application has been referred to Committee by Councillors Cross, Craig,
Manning and Airey.

Description of application
2.

The application seeks approval for extensions and alterations to No. 14a
Crowsport which comprise of the erection of a new first/second floor extension
to house the relocated dining area and lounge as well as provide for a new roof
terrace surrounded by a parapet wall, with this being surmounted by an
obscure glazed screen to its eastern and southern sides. The lower and upper
ground floors of the dwelling are also proposed to be reconfigured, with the
latter being to accommodate 4 bedrooms, 3 of which will be served by ensuites, and the former which will also be partially extended, to provide a small
office/workshop served by a kitchenette and shower room, with an enlarged
garage. In addition, the proposals include an extension to the front (west) of the
property to provide an entrance porch as well as to the southern side of the
dwelling to create a utility area in place of the property’s existing conservatory.

3.

In addition to the physical alterations to the property itself, the proposals also
include: the partial reconfiguration of the existing rear terrace/patio area, steps
and walls; the realignment of the main entrance footpath which will incorporate
a bridge with glazed handrails which spans over a new pond feature; alterations
to boundary treatments; as well as the reconfiguration of the external car
parking area to allow for the accommodating of 3 off-road parking spaces.

The site and its surroundings
4.

The application site comprises of No 14a Crowsport, a detached three-bedroom
dwellinghouse constructed broadly in the Art Deco style, with white rendered
elevations and simple fenestrational openings. The property, along with No. 7,
was built on the site of the hard tennis court which had formed part of the
Crowsport Estate as originally designed in 1935 by the architect Robert
Crombie, with a bungalow having been subsequently built at some point on the

site in the period up to 1942. The present dwellinghouse that sits on the land,
save for the conservatory to its southern side and a few other minor additions,
was constructed in the early 1960s.
5.

The building is somewhat of an anomaly within the Crowsport Estate, owing
much to the topography of this section of the road which slopes notably down
moving northwards, and has an under-croft, part-subterranean lower ground
floor section which provides for an extensive garage and storage area, with the
living space being set exclusively on the storey above and having an equal
level of floor space. As a result, the property appears as single storey from
certain viewpoints including from the south on entering the Crowsport Estate
and moving towards the dwelling, as well as from the west which provides for
its front elevation and main public vantage point within the Crowsport street
scene. The lower ground floor is more evident from the north and east from
which the property appears as a two-storey structure. The dwelling has off-road
parking provided by way of a driveway to its northern side, in addition to the
aforementioned undercroft garage. Amenity space is provided to the east of the
property with there being an existing terrace/patio to the south, in addition to a
first floor balcony/terrace area to the property’s north-western corner.

6.

The Crowsport Estate was incorporated into the Hamble Conservation Area in
2008 and is also designated as a Special Policy Area within the Council’s
adopted Local Plan in recognition of its special and distinctive character which
is somewhat unique within the Borough. A number of the dwellings within
Crowsport have been subject to alterations and additions, including extensions,
garages, roof alterations, and the addition of first floor accommodation since
the estate was first constructed, some of which have been more successful
than others in respecting the characteristics and architectural ethos of their
original styling. In more recent years and assisted by the Conservation Area
and Special Policy Area designations now associated with Crowsport, such
developments have more appropriately sought to reinstate and indeed enhance
the architectural vocabulary, purity and simplicity associated with the Art Deco
style of the original development, whilst still allowing for the enlargement or
extension of the dwellings within the Estate.

Relevant planning history
7.

As noted above, the application dwelling did not form part of the original design
for the Crowsport Estate with a tennis court having initially been present on the
land where No. 14a and No. 7 are now sited. Indeed, the dwelling which
presently forms No. 14a was constructed in the early 1960s with consent
having been given for this property on 27 June 1960 under planning reference
WIR7573.

8.

A number of properties within the Estate have been subject to applications for
alterations and extensions including the provision of upper storeys and roof
terraces, albeit with these being limited to first floor level. Some have also been
subject to full demolition and rebuilding with larger dwellings. Of particular note
in the immediate proximity of No. 14a are the following planning applications:








No. 5 Crowsport - Construction of replacement dwelling – C/08/63584 Approved (2008)
No. 30 Satchell Lane – Two storey, single storey & first floor extensions
to dwelling to include provision of integral garage & balconies on three
elevations with new access from Crowsport – C/13/73447 – Approved
(2014)
No. 14 Crowsport - Single storey side, front and rear extensions, addition
of first floor living accommodation including roof terrace with parapet
walls, visibility screening and construction of detached garage to rear –
C/15/76351 - Approved (2015)
No. 28 Crowsport - Construction of 1no. 5-bedroom two storey dwelling
with first floor roof terraces and associated landscaping and car parking,
following demolition of existing three bed single storey dwelling –
C/17/80337 – Approved (2017)

Representations received
9.

A total of 8 letters of objection have been received from 5 different properties,
with the points of objection being summarised as follows:








The addition of a third floor to the building being out of keeping with and
detrimental to the character of the Crowsport Estate.
Overdevelopment of the site by virtue of the mass, scale and bulk of the
extensions.
The development being contrary to local plan policy.
A precedent being set for future applications for the addition of a third
floor to properties within the Estate.
Impacts upon amenity including: through overlooking and loss of privacy
from additional windows and the proposed roof terrace; overbearing
impact and visual intrusion; loss of light; and, additional noise associated
with the use of the terrace area.
A previous appeal having been dismissed for an additional storey at No.
7 Crowsport [Z/39390/001, 2003].

Consultation responses
Hamble Parish Council
10. Initial comments: The estate when built in the1930’s was designed as single
storey temporary accommodation for visiting sailors and was basic and
functional. In recent times the estate has become an iconic feature on the river
with increasingly a range of exclusive dwellings. Common to all at the moment
though is that they are capped at 2 storey. The third storey is too removed from
the original nature of the estate and the built form. In addition, extending to a
third storey is out of keeping with the design of the estate, creates an
overbearing structure on a prominent and elevated position within the estate as
well as resulting in a loss of privacy to adjoining dwellings. This is exacerbated
by the fact that the terrace and third storey extend to the building line, without
stepping back to reduce overlooking. Lastly the council did not feel that the

current design gave sufficient regard to the art deco window feature that in the
new design is lost amongst the angles and levels of the new design.
11. Comments on amended plans: The parish wish to restate their previous
published comments but also want to stress the importance of the size and
mass of the building at the top of the estate where the impact of it from lower
levels makes the build more dominant and overbearing in what has traditionally
been a two storey setting. The design concept for the estate is paramount and
the Committee believes that even with the revisions the application will be
damaging to the conservation listing. For this reason, the Parish wishes for the
application to be dealt with at a LAC level rather than by officer delegation.
Conservation Officer
12. The rationalisation and removal of the later extensions is a great help in
restoring the simplicity and purity of the original concept, albeit slightly different
from the rest. The curved bay of the existing main lounge overlooking the river
for example, being symmetrical and on pilotis, is alien but the proposed
replacement with only one curve and solid down to the ground is far more in
keeping with the ‘modern movement’ style of the building.
13. The massing and articulation of the building are in tune with the modern
movement / art deco design ethos of the estate with the proposed new first floor
in keeping with this style and some of the other buildings around. One’s initial
reaction to this is that it will interfere with the view of the river from no. 28 but
this does not appear to be the case, nor even much from no 5. and the
remainder of the immediately surrounding buildings are all single storey, so will
just lose some sky element but no view.
14. This example of the Crowsport Estate does not appear to be one of the
originals and differs in having an essentially storage lower ground floor to
elevate the dwelling itself from the reduced ground level to approximately
match those surrounding. Various add-ons over the years have diluted the
clarity of form, so this scheme to rationalise and restore the original
architectural vocabulary and clarity of design is a welcome revitalisation with
the addition of a first-floor extension within both policy limits and the relevant
architectural vocabulary.
Policy context: designation applicable to site




Within Built-up Area Boundary
Within Hamble Conservation Area
Within the Crowsport Special Policy Area

Legislative provisions, development plan saved policies, emerging local plan
policies, SPD’s and National planning policy
Legislative provisions

15. Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and Section 38(6) of
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 require a local planning
authority determining an application to do so in accordance with the
Development Plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
16. Section 72(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990 requires that local planning authorities, in the exercise of planning
functions with respect to any buildings or other land in a conservation area, pay
special attention to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or
appearance of that area.
The Development Plan
17. The Development Plan is the starting point for the consideration and
determination of this application and this comprises of the Saved Policies within
the Eastleigh Borough Local Plan Review 2001-2011 (adopted May 2006).
Accordingly, the application must be assessed against those that are relevant
to the proposals.
The Eastleigh Borough Local Plan Review 2001-2011
18. The Eastleigh Borough Local Plan Review 2001-2011 (the adopted Local Plan)
was adopted in May 2006. In November 2008, the Council submitted a list of
proposed Saved Policies to the Secretary of State with a request that they be
saved until they could be replaced by a new Local Development Framework.
The policies detailed below were saved and are considered to be of relevance
to the development proposals.
19. Saved Policy 59.BE requires development to take full and proper account of the
context of the site including the character and appearance of the locality and be
appropriate in mass, scale, materials, layout, design and siting. It also requires
a high standard of landscape design, that development has a satisfactory
means of access and layout for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians, makes
provision for refuse and cycle storage and avoids unduly impacting on
neighbouring uses through overlooking, loss of light, loss of outlook, and noise,
disturbance and fumes.
20. Saved Policy 104.T requires that development provides for adequate off-road
parking to serve the development or use proposed.
21. Saved Policy 169.LB states that planning applications for new buildings, and
alterations to existing buildings, within Conservation Areas, will be permitted
provided that a number of criteria are met. Those that are relevant to this
application are that: (i) the proposal preserves or enhances the character or
appearance of the Conservation Area or its setting; (ii) any new building or
extension does not detract from the character of the area and where
appropriate retains the existing street building line and the rhythm of the streetscene; (iii) the mass, materials and form of the building and associated
landscape features are in scale and harmony with the existing and adjoining
buildings and the area as a whole and the proportions of its parts relate well to

each other, to the existing building and to adjoining buildings; (iv) architectural
details on buildings of value are retained; (vi) the materials to be used are
appropriate to and in sympathy with the existing buildings and the particular
character of the area; and (vii) they do not generate excessive traffic, car
parking, noise or cause detriment to the character of the local environment.
22. Saved Policy 184.LB states that in order to protect the special character of
Crowsport, development, including extensions, will not be permitted unless the
size, scale and architectural style, materials proposed and detailing closely
reflect that of the existing development.
Emerging Local Plan Policies
Submitted Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 2011 - 2029, July 2014:
23. The Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 2011-2029 was submitted for examination in
July 2014 but the Inspector concluded that insufficient housing was being
provided for in the Plan and that it was unsound. While this has not been
withdrawn and remains a material consideration, it can therefore be considered
to have extremely limited weight in the determination of this application.
The Submitted Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 2016-2036:
24. Following The Submitted Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 2011-2029 being found
unsound, the Council has prepared the Emerging Eastleigh Borough Local Plan
2016-2036. The Plan has been subject to public consultation (Regulation 19),
the period for which ran from 25 June until 8 August 2018, and has
subsequently been submitted to the Secretary of State for examination (on 31
October 2018), with hearings having commenced in late 2019 and concluded in
January 2020. The Council has recently received the Inspector’s written
feedback on the Plan. Given the status of the Plan, it is considered that
moderate weight can be afforded to the policies within it.
25. Within this plan, the site remains within the urban edge and within Hamble
Conservation Area with the relevant policies of both the 2011-2029 and 20162036 plans essentially echoing the requirements of those of the adopted local
plan as listed above. They are not therefore considered to affect the
recommendation put forward.
Supplementary planning documents / associated guidance


Hamble Conservation Area Appraisal
This document sets out guidance for development within Hamble
Conservation Area and specifically for Crowsport states that, in order to
protect its unique style, developments including extensions will not be
permitted unless the design reflects the scale, form and character of the
estate and has:
i.

Roof forms that are flat with parapets

ii. Walls that are white render
iii. Windows that are of a simple rectangular form without glazing
bars
iv. First floor extensions that do not exceed 50% of the area of the
ground floor.



Quality Places
Residential Parking Standards

National Planning Policy
26. At a national level, The National Planning Policy Framework (the ‘NPPF’ or the
‘Framework’) is a material consideration of significant weight in the
determination of planning applications. The National Planning Practice
Guidance provides additional guidance in support of the Framework and should
be afforded weight in the consideration of planning applications.
Assessment of proposal
Principle of development
27. The application site lies within the urban edge within the adopted Local Plan
where the basic principle of development is considered to be acceptable and
also forms part of the Crowsport Special Policy Area which, under the
provisions of Saved Policy 184.LB, allows for extensions and alterations to
properties providing they respect the overriding character of the estate. The
principle of the application dwelling being extended is therefore considered to
be acceptable, with any planning approval being subject to the particular
development proposal put forward being deemed to be appropriate and to
accord with the criteria of Saved Policy 184.LB, as well as the other relevant
local and national planning policy provisions.
Layout, design and impact on the character of the area
28. The proposed development includes a number of elements associated with the
extension, reconfiguration and refurbishment of the property, as well as the
external areas which surround the building. The alternations and additions to
the west and southern sides of the dwelling in the form of elevational changes
and single storey extensions of a simple rectangular footprint are considered to
be acceptable with the latter being modest in scale and representing
proportionate and sympathetically designed structures. Similarly, the alterations
to the northern side of the building including the removal of the first floor white
UPVC conservatory and also the alterations to the curved bay of the existing
main lounge and the removal of its supporting piers which the Council’s
Conservation Officer has highlighted as somewhat alien features within the
estate, each serve to enhance the appearance of the building and are more inkeeping with its ‘modern movement’ style.
29. Turning to the upper floor extension and whilst noting the representations of
neighbouring residents and the Parish Council in this regard, this is considered

to be acceptable in this particular instance and context. Whilst it is accepted
that the addition of a third storey per se may in itself be considered to be a
somewhat incongruous feature within the otherwise single and two-storey
Crowsport Estate, in this case the topography of the plot of No. 14a is such as
to allow for a differing approach to be taken for this specific dwelling without
undermining the ethos and character of this section of the Hamble
Conservation Area or the architectural heritage and style of the Estate itself. It
is not therefore deemed that allowing such development would serve to create
a precedent for other plots and whereby proposals for additional storeys may
have harmful effects in these regards.
30. The topography of the plot of No. 14a is such that as viewed from arguably its
most prominent public vantage point which is looking towards the property’s
principal elevation from Crowsport to the west, the dwelling would appear as a
stepped two-storey building rather than being three-storeys in height, with the
new upper-storey being introduced above what presently appears from this
view as a single-storey section of the property owing to the lower storey having
been built into banking of the ground. This would similarly be the case looking
northwards towards the building when entering Crowsport from Satchell Lane
and although the dwelling would be taller than at present, it would not be
excessive in this regard or out of keeping with the two-storey height of other
properties which can seen from this viewpoint.
31. Whilst the existing two floors of the current dwelling are more apparent when
viewed from the east and north, the notable recessing of the proposed upperstorey from each of these flanks of the building in combination with the
introduction of heightened intervening parapets, serves to notably reduce the
potential prominence and visibility of this addition without undermining the
distinctive character of the dwelling or its immediate surroundings and no
objection has been raised to the proposals in these regards by the Council’s
Conservation Officer. The size of the extension also conforms to the
requirements of the Hamble Conservation Area Appraisal for first floor
extensions within Crowsport that do not exceed 50% of the ground floor area of
a property.
32. In terms of finishing materials, these will complement and be sympathetic to the
surrounding context and the original Art Deco style of the Crowsport Estate,
with a simple pallet being proposed which comprises of white render for the
buildings external walls, grey windows and door frames, grey zinc
fenestrational feature panels, and glass screens around terraces and alongside
the entrance bridge providing pedestrian access to the dwelling. The external
changes to the grounds of the property which include a replacement pond
feature, hard and soft landscaping and alterations to some boundary treatments
are all considered to be acceptable and will serve to improve the setting of the
building.
33. Taking account of the above factors, the development is considered to be
acceptable in terms of its layout, design and impact upon the character of the
area and thereby accords with Saved Policies 59.BE, 169.LB and 184.LB of the

adopted Local Plan and the development criteria specified within the Hamble
Conservation Area Appraisal.
Impacts upon amenity
34. The application has been subject to a number of amenity related objections
from the occupiers of the immediate neighbouring properties with concerns
being raised in relation to overlooking, loss of privacy, loss of light, visual
intrusion, noise disturbance, and overbearing impact, with these principally
being in respect of the increased height resulting from the proposed upper floor
extension, additional windows, and the provision of the roof terrace. These
matters have been carefully considered as part of the assessment of the
application and whilst recognising that the development will be visible from
neighbouring properties and will have some degree of impact, the combination
of the siting, relative position and orientation of the development, as well as the
mitigation measures proposed as part of the design, ensure that this will not be
unacceptable in planning terms or unduly adversely harmful to the amenity of
neighbouring occupiers.
35. In terms of privacy related considerations, there is an element of mutual
overlooking which is apparent in a number of areas of Crowsport owing to the
proximity of buildings, topography and the presence of roof terraces and, to a
degree, this is arguably characteristic of the Estate. It is essential however to
ensure that any new development does not unduly compromise the privacy and
amenity of neighbouring residents to a level that would be unacceptably
intrusive and detrimental to their amenity.
36. In this regard, the proposed upper storey extension has been designed with
minimal fenestration in its southern elevation facing towards No. 30 Satchell
Lane, with this being limited to a stairwell window that is proposed to be
obscure glazed. Obscure glazing is similarly proposed for the kitchen window
which faces east towards No. 7. With regards to the roof terrace, an obscureglazed screen is proposed above the parapet walls to each of these sides of
the terrace to a combined height of 1.8m in order to prevent overlooking into
the amenity areas and windows of these two dwellings when the terrace is in
use, with this also screening any views from the east facing bi-fold doors
looking towards No. 7. In terms of the relationship with No. 14 to the north, the
facing glazing at second floor level and the terrace itself are set at a greater
distance from the shared boundary, 13m and 9m respectively at their closest
points, with this being deemed to be sufficient that it is not considered that
unacceptable overlooking would occur or additional screening would be
required. The separation distance between facing windows and the terrace to
the dwellings to the opposing side of Crowsport to the west, will similarly negate
such impacts.
37. Other objections raised by neighbouring occupiers as noted above concern the
matters of visual intrusion, loss of light, overbearing impact, and noise
disturbance. In these regards, the upper storey extension would be arguably
most apparent from the garden and property of No. 30 Satchell Lane with the
extension being sat flush with the main southern elevation of the existing

application dwellinghouse and being in closest proximity to a shared boundary
in this position. A separation distance of 4.1m to this boundary would still
however be maintained and whilst the height will increase relative to the
existing building, this height is not deemed to be excessive with its flat roof form
assisting in this regard. The combination of this, along with the reduced width of
the extension which has been amended during the course of the application
process to span a more limited proportion of the shared boundary, as well as
the orientation of the application dwelling to the north/north-east of No. 30,
result in a development which is not considered to be unacceptably
overbearing, visually intrusive or that would result in an unacceptable loss of
outlook for the occupiers of this neighbouring dwelling, with the potential for
good levels of daylight and sunlight to the property and its garden being
maintained when factoring in the movement of the sun.
38. In terms of the impacts of the upper storey extension on other neighbouring
occupiers in these particular respects, the separation distance to the
boundaries of the dwellings to the north, west and east are considered to be
sufficient to limit any undue harm, with these being approximately 13m, 25m
and 9.8m respectively, and whilst the heightened parapet wall with screen
above to the eastern side of the terrace will increase the height of the built form
in closer proximity to the boundary with No. 7, these are relatively modest in
width with the glazed nature of the screen allowing light to pass through
towards the western elevation of this dwelling. In all cases, it is not deemed that
the extent of the terrace will itself lead to excessive noise or disturbance and,
as noted above, roof terraces are a feature of many of the dwellings within the
Crowsport Estate.
39. With regards to the other elements of the development, the elevational changes
proposed are not considered to unduly materially increase the levels of
overlooking relative to the existing situation and the ground floor extensions
proposed are modest in height and scale and would not be unacceptably
overbearing for neighbouring occupiers, even taking account of the position of
the addition to the southern elevation relative to the boundary with No. 30. The
reconfiguration of the existing external amenity areas to the east and south of
the dwelling, including the lower level terrace are also acceptable, with
screening or improved boundary treatments being proposed where necessary,
including alongside the re-sited exterior stairs connecting the external
terraces/patios. There are no amenity related concerns in terms of the hard and
soft landscaping changes, including the reconfiguration of the driveway and
entrance pathway.
40. The application is considered to accord with the requirements of Saved Policy
59.BE (vii.) of the adopted Local Plan, as well as the guidance contained within
the Council’s Quality Places SPD, with regards to its amenity related impacts.
Highway matters
41. The point of vehicular access to the site will remain unchanged with this being
from Crowsport to the north-western corner of the plot. Whilst a boundary
treatment will be introduced along each of the flank sides of the access and

initial section of driveway, this will be low level and will not therefore unduly
interrupt visibility for vehicles accessing or egressing the site. In terms of
vehicular parking, the requirements in this respect are set out within the
Council’s adopted Residential Parking Standards SPD and as the property will
increase from 3 to 4 bedrooms, the standards require that 3 on-site parking
spaces be provided. These will be available via a reconfigured and resurfaced
driveway area to the northern side of the building, with additional space being
available within the enlarged undercroft garage which will also provide ample
space for the secure storage of cycles.
42. The application therefore accords with Saved Polices 59.BE and 104.T of the
adopted Local Plan with regards to its highway impacts and related
considerations.
Equalities implications
43. Section 149 of the Equalities Act 2010 created the public sector equality duty.
Section149 states that:
(1) A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to
the need to:
(a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other
conduct that is prohibited by or under this Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it; and
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
When making policy decisions, the Council must take account of the equality
duty and in particular any potential impact on protected groups.
44. It is not considered that this application raises any equality implications.
Planning obligations considerations
45. None.
Other material considerations
46. None.
Conclusion
47. In conclusion, the development proposed is considered to be acceptable with
the extensions and alterations suitably responding to the particular topography
and context of the application site and serving to respect and enhance the
character and visual appearance of the property and that of this section of the
Crowsport Estate, whilst at the same time not unacceptably impacting upon the
amenity of neighbouring properties or highway safety. The development

therefore accords with the requirements of the relevant local and national
planning policies and adopted supplementary planning guidance, including the
development criteria of the Hamble Conservation Area Appraisal. It is therefore
recommended that planning permission be granted subject to conditions.

